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ABSTRACT

The increased importance of designing and implementing algorithms to solve particular management problems has created the need for more robust test problem generators that can match the overall structure and parameter values of these problems. Of particular interest are management problems that can be modeled using a network structure. This paper discusses the design of a system for generating network-based mathematical programming test problems that conform to user-supplied structural and parameter characteristics.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen an increase in the development of efficient algorithms for solving various classes of mathematical programming problems. This development has been motivated by a desire to reduce solution time and computer costs in solving current problems and/or to solve problems that are computationally infeasible using existing methods. The efficiency of an algorithm is based upon several criterial including its effectiveness with respect to different problem classes, its speed, capacity, and accuracy. Since existing theory alone cannot provide measurements for these criteria, empirical computational testing must be employed. A necessary prerequisite for such testing is the ability to construct and/or obtain test problems with known optimal solutions. The literature contains several sets of randomly-generated test problems have used for this purpose [3, 11, 12, 13].

One class of mathematical programming problems that has received extensive interest in recent years can be broadly defined as network and network-related problems. Pure network problems represent a special class of linear programming problems and embody a group of distinct model types: shortest path, assignment, transportation, and transshipment. Generalized network problems represent a broader classification of linear network-related problems. Other network-related problems include linear programming problems that have a network substructure such as multi-commodity networks, a pure or generalized network with extra constraints, or even a linear programming problem with GUB constraints.
The development of efficient solution methods and new modeling techniques for expressing problems in a pictorial network formulation \([1,2,6,7,8,9,10]\) has led to the increased use of network-based models in government and business. These models range from rather straightforward network applications such as production planning and distribution to less obvious applications involving the refueling of nuclear reactors and optimal lot sizing and machine loading for multiple products. As network model-based systems are designed and implemented to handle larger and more diverse types of network and network-related problems, it is highly desirable to have the capability to generate test problems that match the overall structure and parameter value ranges of the models the systems are being developed to solve.

NETGEN [12], currently the most widely used generator for network test problems, can only generate pure network problems. In addition, NETGEN is limited in its ability to capture the characteristics of real-world problems in the network problems it can generate. For example, NETGEN cannot generate multi-period transportation or trans-shipment problems. The increased emphasis on modeling and the development of computer-based decision support systems built around networks models and employing network algorithms have created a need for a more robust and powerful test problem generator that is driven by user-supplied problem characteristics. This paper describes the design of NETGEN-II, a system developed in response to this need.

2. NETGEN-II OVERVIEW

A distinguishing feature of NETGEN-II is the use of a model specification language for describing the structural characteristics of a
model and the parameters values to be used in generating a problem from this model structure. A user can create a model specification with this language either through the interactive builder component of NETGEN-II or directly through a system-supplied editor. In addition, NETGEN-II provides access to a library of "standard" network model structures that can be used as a basis for creating a model specification. Once a model specification has been created, NETGEN-II provides the capability to randomly generate a family of problems from this specification, where each problem has the same underlying structure and parameter value ranges. NETGEN-II represents each generated problem in MPSX input format. The overall architecture of NETGEN-II is shown in Figure 1.

The remainder of this paper presents a brief overview of the model specification language. A more complete description of the language and the NETGEN-II is contained in [4,5].

2. MODEL SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE

The design of the model specification language is built around the concept of a "template" as the vehicle for generating the network structure of a mathematical programming test problem. An example template definition using the model specification language and one possible template that could be generated from this definition is shown in Figure 2. A template is defined through four types of statements: NODE CLASS, SIZE, RELATIONSHIP, and CONNECT. The NODE CLASS and RELATIONSHIP statements define the types of nodes (called classes) and the types of linkages between these node classes (called relationships) that are to be represented in the basic graph structure of the template. A relationship always involves two node classes and is directed from the first node class to the second node.
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class. The SIZE and CONNECT statements specify how the template is to be created using the node classes and relationships. The SIZE statements define the number of nodes in each class, where the nodes in a class are assumed to form an ordered set that is numbered consecutively beginning at 1. The CONNECT statements specify how to generate the arcs that form each relationship. For a given relationship, a CONNECT statement identifies a subset of nodes in the from node class and in the to node class of the relationship that are to be connected. The syntax defined for the CONNECT statement allows several different ways of identifying a subset. The nodes in a subset can be explicitly defined—i.e., all nodes in a class (all plant) or all nodes between the mth and nth node in a class (ordered set 1-2 of warehs); or the identification of nodes to be contained in a subset can be deferred until the template is generated—i.e., a given number of nodes chosen randomly from a class (random set of 3 cust). When a CONNECT statement is processed during template generation, an arc is created from each node contained in the to node subset to every node contained in the from node subset.

After the template is defined, the entire network structure is defined by specifying the number of times the template is to be repeated and the linkages to be used in joining the templates together. Figure 3 illustrates the model specification statements for defining a network using the template defined in Figure 2 and the network problem that would result from these statements. A network is defined through four types of statements: TEMPLATE, NODE CLASS, RELATIONSHIP, CONNECT. The TEMPLATE statement defines the number of repeating templates in the network and assigns a label to each template instance. The NODE CLASS statement is identical in format and meaning to the one defined for the template and is used to
TEMPLATE DEFINITION

NODE CLASSES plant, warehs, cust

SIZE IS 2 FOR plant
SIZE IS 3 FOR warehs
SIZE IS 5 FOR cust

RELATIONSHIP ship (plant, warehs)
RELATIONSHIP sell (warehs, cust)

CONNECT IN RELATIONSHIP ship FROM all plant TO all warehs
CONNECT IN RELATIONSHIP sell FROM ordered set 1-2 of warehs TO random set of 3 cust
CONNECT IN RELATIONSHIP sell FROM warehs 3 TO random set of 2 cust

TEMPLATE INSTANCE

![Diagram of template instance](image)

FIGURE 2
define node classes that exist outside the template. (In Figure 3, all node classes exist within a template and thus, there are no NODE CLASS statements required for the network definition.) The RELATIONSHIP and CONNECT statements are identical in format and meaning to the ones defined for the template with the exception that the CONNECT statements must qualify the from and to node class subsets with a template identifier.

In addition to defining the network structure of a problem, the model specification language provides statements for defining any additional constraints that cannot be represented directly in the network structure. For example, the condition that total inventory at the at the end of the first period must not exceed 10,000 in the problem defined in Figures 2 and 3 could be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{SUM OF FLOWS IN inventory BETWEEN period1 AND period2}
\text{IS LESS THAN 10000}
\]

The remaining requirement of the model specification language is to define the parameter values that are to be associated with the network structure of the problem. These parameters include supply and demand values for elements of node classes or subclasses and costs, bounds, and multipliers for elements in relationships. Parameter values can be expressed as constants, a range of values, and/or in terms of previously defined parameters. Some example model specification statements for assigning

NETWORK DEFINITION

TEMPLATES period1, period2

RELATIONSHIP inventory (warehs,warehs)

CONNECT IN inventory FROM all warehs in period1 TO corresponding warehs in period2
NETWORK INSTANCE

Period 1

Period 2

FIGURE 3
parameter values to the problem defined in Figures 2 and 3 are given below:

- SUPPLY for each plant in period 1 is 500
- SUPPLY for each plant in period 2 is previous SUPPLY * 1.1
- DEMAND for ordered set 1-3 of cust in each template is random 50,150
- COST for ship in each template for each arc is linear random 5,15

4. CONCLUSIONS

The increased importance of designing and implementing algorithms to solve management problems that can be modeled using network structures has created the need for more robust test problem generators that can match the overall structure and parameter values of these problems. This paper has discussed the overall design of a system that meets this need and the model specification language that is used to define the structural and parameter characteristics to be represented in a test problem.
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